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Vision Science & Perception



Vision Science & Perception Presentation: Main Themes

Jonathan Crary (1990), Art History – camera innovation parallel 
to neuroscience discoveries
David Marr (1982) Vision: Computer Scientists are listening to 
neuroscientists
Visual Perception from a physiological perspective
“Vision Science: Photons to Phenomenology”, Stephen Palmer, 
https://palmerlab.berkeley.edu/
Paul Virilio, “Vision Machine” (1994) Philosophy, Cultural Theory
Bela Julesz & Michal Noll (Bell Labs pioneers)
Vision Perception Research Paper
Eye tracking study
John Baldessari artworks to go beyond the rectangular frame

https://ethw.org/First Hand:Howard_Wise_Gallery_Show_of_Digital_Art_and_Patterns_(1965):_A_50th_Anniversary_Memoir

https://palmerlab.berkeley.edu/
https://ethw.org/First


“Techniques of the Observer”, Jonathan Crary (1990)

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/techniques-observer

Prof. Modern Art & Theory, Columbia University, NYC 

Inverting conventional approaches, Crary considers the 
problem of visuality not through the study of art works and 
images, but by analyzing the historical construction of the 
observer. 

He insists that the problems of vision are inseparable from 
the operation of social power and examines how, beginning in 
the 1820s, the observer became the site of new discourses 
and practices that situated vision within the body as a 
physiological event. 

Alongside the sudden appearance of physiological optics, 
Crary points out, theories and models of "subjective vision" 
were developed that gave the observer a new autonomy and 
productivity.



“Techniques of the Observer”, Jonathan Crary (1990)

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/techniques-observer

Chapter 1: Relation of vision to image capture technologies

Chapter 2: The impact of the camera obscura in rethinking 
our presence in relation to the world

Chapter 3: Subjective Vision and the Separation of the 
Senses, Goethe’s color theory, physical stimulus to the 
optical and audio senses

Chapter 4: Techniques of the Observer, 19th century technical 
devices

Chapter 5: Visionary Abstraction. Discusses the physicality of 
vision, introduces Turner’s blurry paintings.

As optical imaging technologies were being invented during 
the 18th and 19th century as a way to function as machines 
that by-pass subjectivity, physiological discoveries identified 
the body’s dependence on neuro-electrical stimuli – meaning 
hearing and seeing could be artificially stimulated through 
electrical stimuli. 



“Vision”, David Marr  (1982)

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/vision

Vision: A Computational Investigation into the Human 
Representation and Processing of Visual Information

In Vision, Marr describes a general framework for 
understanding visual perception and touches on broader 
questions about how the brain and its functions can be 
studied and understood. Researchers from a range of brain 
and cognitive sciences have long valued Marr's creativity, 
intellectual power, and ability to integrate insights and data 
from neuroscience, psychology, and computation. This MIT 
Press edition makes Marr's influential work available to a new 
generation of students and scientists.



“Vision”, David Marr  (1982)

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/vision

Vision: A Computational Investigation into the Human 
Representation and Processing of Visual Information

The book addresses how patterns of light on the retina is 
transformed into awareness of the visible world.

Topics covered include discussions about how vision works, 
how our physiology makes of 3D space (Occlusion), how we 
recognize an object, how we fuse stereo vision, how we 
make sense of motion/movement through interpolation, etc.

The goal of the book is to articulate knowledge for the 
intersecting of computation and neuroscience.  



“Visual Perception”, Vicki Bruce, Patrick Green, Mark Georgeson (2003)

https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/9780203427248

The physiological basis of visual perception

Recent theoretical developments and research findings from 
three different approaches to visual perception are brought 
together in this book. 

The first approach is physiological; the evolution of different 
types of eye and the physiology of mammalian visual 
pathways are described. 

The second is the traditional psychological approach; 
perceptual organization, the perception of depth and motion, 
and pattern recogniton are discussed in terms of the 
processing of information contained in retinal images. 

Emphasis is placed on recent computational work on these 
processes, and particularly on algorithms for the detection of 
edges and motion, the computation of stereo disparity, and 
object recognition. 



“Visual Perception”, Vicki Bruce, Patrick Green, Mark Georgeson (2003)

https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/9780203427248

Chapter 1 and 2 focus on the physiology of the eye and 
vision. 

Chapter 4 explains Marr’s Vision theory of visual perception

Chapter 5 reviews filters from Computer vision and their 
relation to human vision

Chapter 6 discusses textures and perceptual organization

Chapter 7 Seeing in the 3D world

Chapter 8 Computation of Image Motion

Chapter 9 Object Recognition

Chapter 10 JJ Gibson’s Theory of Perception (He is known 
for defining “Affordance”)

Chapter 11,12 Optic Flow and Locomotion (how our eye/brain 
makes sense of movement and the representation of 
movement

Chapter 13 Perception of the Social World

The book explains and expands on Marr’s Vision theories



“Vision Science: Photons To Phenomenology”, Stephen Palmer

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/vision-science

Stephen Palmer, Visual Perception Laboratory UC 
Berkeley
A comprehensive overview of the phenomenology 
of Vision: Integrates psychological, computational, 
and neuroscientific perspectives:

1) Theories of vision
2) Spatial Vision
3) Vision Dynamics (motion, eye movement, visual 

memory, awareness)



“Vision Science: Photons To Phenomenology”, Stephen Palmer (1999)

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/vision-science

A scientific approach

Chapters: 
1. Introduction Vision Science
2. Theoretical Approaches to Vision
3. Color Vision
4. Spatial Vision- Processing Image structure
5. Perceiving Surfaces in Depth
6. Organizing objects and scenes
7. Perceiving Object Properties and Parts
8. Representing Shape and Sctructure
9. Perceiving Function and Category
10. Perceiving Motion & Events
11. Visual Selection: eye Movement
12. Visual Memory & Imagery
13. Visual Awareness

Appendices
a. Psychophysical Methods
b. Connectionist Modeling (describes neural-networks, back 

propagation, gradient descent)
c. Color technology



“The Vision Machine”, Paul Virilio (1994)

http://cmuems.com/excap/readings/virilio-the-vision-machine.pdf

Paul Virilio provides us with an introduction to a new "logistics 
of the image” based on the scial impact of vision machines.

From the era of painting, engraving and architecture 
culminating in the 18th century, the history of "regimes of the 
visual" shifted with the introduction of photography and 
cinematography in the 19th century. 

--

This book provides a philosophical framework for how to think 
of vision machines that take over human vision. And 
consequently human decision-making based on vision 
information input. 

http://cmuems.com/excap/readings/virilio-the-vision-machine.pdf


“The Vision Machine”, Paul Virilio (1994)

http://cmuems.com/excap/readings/virilio-the-vision-machine.pdf

1. A topographical Amnesia

2. Less Than an Image

3. Public Image

4. Candid Camera

5. The Vision Machine

http://cmuems.com/excap/readings/virilio-the-vision-machine.pdf


Béla Julesz (vision neuroscientist at Bell Labs, 1956-1989)

Headed the Vision Perception Research Department

1) Focused on physiological psychology, depth perception, pattern 
recognition, texture, etc.

2) Created the random-dot stereogram

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_dot_stereogram



https://www.historyofinformation.com/detail.php?id=3978



Eye Movement first 2 seconds (1967)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_perception#/media/File:Vision_2_secondes.jpg
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State-of-the-art in Visual Attention Modeling
Ali Borji, Member, IEEE, and Laurent Itti, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Modeling visual attention — particularly stimulus-driven, saliency-based attention — has been a very active research
area over the past 25 years. Many different models of attention are now available, which aside from lending theoretical
contributions to other fields, have demonstrated successful applications in computer vision, mobile robotics, and cognitive
systems. Here we review, from a computational perspective, the basic concepts of attention implemented in these models.
We present a taxonomy of nearly 65 models, which provides a critical comparison of approaches, their capabilities, and
shortcomings. In particular, thirteen criteria derived from behavioral and computational studies are formulated for qualitative
comparison of attention models. Furthermore, we address several challenging issues with models, including biological plausibility
of the computations, correlation with eye movement datasets, bottom-up and top-down dissociation, and constructing meaningful
performance measures. Finally, we highlight current research trends in attention modeling and provide insights for future.

Index Terms—Visual attention, bottom-up attention, top-down attention, saliency, eye movements, regions of interest, gaze
control, scene interpretation, visual search, gist.

!

1 INTRODUCTION

ARICH stream of visual data (108 ! 109 bits) enters
our eyes every second [1][2]. Processing this data in

real-time is an extremely daunting task without the help
of clever mechanisms to reduce the amount of erroneous
visual data. High-level cognitive and complex processes
such as object recognition or scene interpretation rely on
data that has been transformed in such a way to be tractable.
The mechanism this paper will discuss is referred to as
visual attention - and at its core lies an idea of a selection
mechanism and a notion of relevance. In humans, attention
is facilitated by a retina that has evolved a high-resolution
central fovea and a low-resolution periphery. While visual
attention guides this anatomical structure to important parts
of the scene to gather more detailed information, the main
question is on the computational mechanisms underlying
this guidance.

In recent decades, many facets of science have been
aimed towards answering this question. Psychologists have
studied behavioral correlates of visual attention such as
change blindness [3][4], inattentional blindness [5], and
attentional blink [6]. Neurophysiologists have shown how
neurons accommodate themselves to better represent objects
of interest [27][28]. Computational neuroscientists have built
realistic neural network models to simulate and explain
attentional behaviors (e.g., [29][30]). Inspired by these stud-
ies, robotists and computer vision scientists have tried to
tackle the inherent problem of computational complexity to
build systems capable of working in real-time (e.g., [14][15]).
Although there are many models available now in the
research areas mentioned above, here we limit ourselves to
models that can compute saliency maps (please see next
section for definitions) from any image or video input. For
a review on computational models of visual attention in
general, including biased competition [10], selective tuning
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of visual attention studies. Ellipses with
solid borders illustrate our scope in this paper.

[15], normalization models of attention [181], and many
others, please refer to [8]. Reviews of attention models from
psychological, neurobiological, and computational perspec-
tives can be found in [9][77][10][12][202][204][224]. Fig. 1
shows a taxonomy of attentional studies and highlights our
scope in this review.

1.1 Definitions
While the terms attention, saliency, and gaze are often
used interchangeably, each has a more subtle definition that
allows their delineation.

Attention is a general concept covering all factors that in-
fluence selection mechanisms, whether they be scene-driven
bottom-up (BU) or expectation-driven top-down (TD).

Saliency intuitively characterizes some parts of a scene —
which could be objects or regions — that appear to an
observer to stand out relative to their neighboring parts. The
term “salient” is often considered in the context of bottom-
up computations [18][14].

Gaze, a coordinated motion of the eyes and head, has
often been used as a proxy for attention in natural behavior
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Eye Movement first 2 seconds (1967)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_perception#/media/File:Vision_2_secondes.jpg



“Sailing & Tennis”, John Baldessari (1987)

https://www.mat.ucsb.edu/g.legrady/rsc/bald/index.html



“Sailing & Tennis”, John Baldessari (1987)

https://www.mat.ucsb.edu/g.legrady/rsc/bald/index.html



John Baldessari Non-Rectangular Framing

https://www.mat.ucsb.edu/g.legrady/rsc/bald/index.html



John Baldessari balance, and diachronic-synchronic

https://www.mat.ucsb.edu/g.legrady/rsc/bald/index.html
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